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This true story, set in a small Samoan village at the turn of the twenty-first century, is told lovingly
by a former Peace Corps volunteer and will take you there with its vivid imagery and emotional
insight. As her poignant memoir unfolds, the author finds herself not only adapting to unfamiliar
customs and foods, but also to the post-retirement phase of her life. Amongst her tales of life in
Samoa—harrowing bus rides, challenging projects, rewarding relationships, and the joys of
living by the sea—she reflects on how the experience changed her and continues to be a vital
part of her life today."I loved this book. I didn't expect the ending, which is a testament to the
author's writing. The book is about a Peace Corps posting in Samoa but it's so much more. It's a
story of a life transition: full of searching, expectations, discovery, love, tragedy, resolution. The
vividness of the Samoan imagery is awesome. Yet it was the personal journey that captivated
me and the creative way the author weaved her journal into the story. I didn't expect the emotion
that the book brought. I'm so glad I discovered it." -Richard Pennington, Colonel, USAF, Ret.,
speaker, author"My View from the House by the Sea will delight anyone who has ever stepped
outside their own culture in a quest for personal growth and insight—or who's dreamed of doing
that. Barr's intimate memoir is a great read filled with beautiful writing, fascinating cross-cultural
insights, wry humor, and vividly rendered scenes that will transport readers to the remote
Samoan village of Poutasi on the lovely island of Upolu." -Tom Peek, author of the award-
winning Hawai i novel Daughters of Fire"If you are a world traveler and citizen of the world, all
too often our visits only touch the surface of the places we venture. Barr's account of her time in
the Peace Corps in Samoa takes you there to feel every ounce of confusion, cry of triumphant
joy and tears of loneliness. Fa afetai (thank you) for teaching us the Fa aSāmoa (the Samoan
way)." -Kimberly Lord Stewart, international travel and food writer, global resident, author"This
insight into rural Samoan life through a Peace Corps volunteer provides a unique perspective on
culture, family dynamics and life in a village. Barr's perception of Samoa offers a rare view of the
interactions with Samoans within the comforts of their homes and their village. I applaud
Donna's depiction of our people and the depth of her understanding of the Fa aSāmoa." -
Lagipoiva Cherelle Jackson, journalist, communications specialist, author of Staying Afloat in
Paradise"Donna's frank, deeply personal and poignant memoir captures the wonder, terror and
ultimately rewarding experience of being a Peace Corps Volunteer (PCV), the fascinating
similarities and differences of American and Samoan cultures, and the deep bonds of affection
that grow when people of different countries and cultures work and live together closely in a
mutually respectful manner. Of the 12 countries where I have worked with international
conservation and development agencies, Samoa is at the top of the places I hold dearest in my
heart. The book reignited fond memories of Samoa, reminded me why I have returned twice on
visits, and of my aspirations to return again and see old friends. I hope Donna's book
encourages people to take the plunge into similar life-enhancing decisions that involve intense
and deep dives into other countries and cultures—but as the former Peace Corps Samoa



Country Director, if you decide to become a PCV don’t drive a car without permission
(Donna!!?)." -Dale Withington, former Peace Corps Samoa Country Director
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GLOSSARYACKNOWLEDGEMENTSABOUT THE AUTHORForewordWhen the village of
Poutasi requested a Peace Corps volunteer in 2007 we had no idea who might be assigned, and
I never would have suspected that one day I would be writing the foreword for her book. It is not
until someone writes a memoir that you get to fully understand why they did things in a certain
way and their true motivation. Donna’s Peace Corps projects were successful endeavors, but it
is her love for Poutasi and the children of our village that stand out most of all.Poutasi still
remembers her special moments with us, especially the young ones (not so young now) who
gained so much during their most impressionable years under her loving counsel and guidance.
We are so happy that she has this opportunity to share her ‘special story’ of which we were an
important part, with the rest of the world. May God’s Blessings be hers for the ‘volunteering spirit’
that brought her to Poutasi. Fa‘amanuia le Atua i‘a te ia ona o lona soifua foa‘i mo Poutasi. Malo
lava Donna! —Tuatagaloa Joe AnnandaleAli‘i Sao, Head Chief of the Tuatagaloa Clan, Poutasi,
SamoaPrefaceAfter I’d raised three sons and enjoyed an intense and gratifying professional life,
I finally realized my lifelong dream to join the Peace Corps. I found myself exploring my own
internal pathways while navigating an ancient and unfamiliar way of life in Samoa. Dropped off at
the door of strangers, barely able to speak the language, I embarked on a cultural immersion
filled with ups and downs, through which I ultimately gained deep insights into myself and the
country I come from.Despite those many challenges—some heart-warming and some hair-
raising—along the way I fell in love with Samoa.As an avid journaler, I always knew that I would
write about my Peace Corps service. But I couldn’t have envisioned how significant that
experience would be, or that writing about it would be equally as enlightening.What follows is a
true story. Some events, however, may not have happened exactly as I recount them, because I
didn’t always translate the Samoan language correctly and I may not have remembered every
detail accurately. More importantly, I saw things from my own perspective, and some of my early
opinions changed over time. In places I’ve written about sensitive cultural matters, and I
apologize if any offense is taken—especially by those who so kindly welcomed me to their
country, their villages, and their homes.I’ve included additional acknowledgments and thanks
elsewhere, but at the outset I want to mention my mom, Hope Helen Wild. At eighty years old,
she kept up regularly by email, and sent me frequent “care packages” of candy, nuts, dried fruit,
and many unexpected treats. Other family and friends were also wonderfully supportive, but
Mom was my most faithful correspondent. In the spring of 2006 when I told her I was applying to
Peace Corps, she embraced me and said “Go for it! This is the time in your life to do it.” Thanks



Mom!And with grateful aloha, I also want to thank my Uncle Bob for inspiring me to become a
writer, as well as for sharing your joy for life, and your love of Hawai i. I am who I am because of
you.Both have passed away, although I feel their presence in my life every day.—Donna Marie
Barr, December 2021 Chapter One: Setting Out on the AdventureUa fa ala au tu i vanu“Like a
tree standing near a precipice”The future is unknown.From the house by the sea, I watched
sunset after sunset, never able to capture in words the true beauty of the waning sunlight playing
on the clouds and the ocean, marveling at each evening’s transformation. As the colors glowed,
morphed, and faded into dusk, I’d write in my journal until the lights in my Samoan village came
on one by one:I’m watching another breathtaking sunset. The view keeps changing. For the first
time here in Poutasi, I feel like I’m home. My fiercely red, wire-bound journal was my constant
companion throughout my Peace Corps adventure that began in 2007. I chronicled the beauty
and kindness of the Samoan people, the challenges of daily life in a foreign country, and my
struggles to learn the language and carry out village projects. But beyond the facts, I wrote of the
life-changing explorations and discoveries, the tribulations that seemed so overwhelming, and
the successes large and small, and hopefully lasting— how it felt to be there. I now see my
Peace Corps self from a new point of view, as I struggled, learned, and loved while daily life in
my small village surrounded me and the house by the sea.The fale i tai (fah′-lay ē tī)—the house
by the sea—was my place of refuge, solitude, relaxation, meditation, entertainment. My office,
meeting place, writing space, and village observation post. I can’t imagine my life in the village of
Poutasi without the fale i tai at the heart of it.Forty years earlier, like many young Americans in
the 1960s, I’d thought about joining the Peace Corps one day. And like most young Americans in
the 1960s, I didn’t. Luckily, I had a second chance.In 1961, when President John F. Kennedy
said to America, “. . . ask not what your country can do for you, but what you can do for your
country,” I was a tall, geeky, ponytailed seventh grader. My childhood in the rolling green hills of
eastern Nebraska was a classic farm life. We had a red collie dog, barn cats, geese, chickens,
milk cows, and sheep. I loved my horse Cocoa, so named because his reddish-brown coat was
exactly the color of Hershey’s cocoa powder. I rode for hours, daydreaming on his strong back in
fragrant alfalfa and knee-high corn fields.Through eighth grade, I walked with my younger
brother to a white clapboard, two-room schoolhouse with one teacher for lower grades and one
for upper. After school, I d often curl up to read on the porch swing, shaded by giant elms. My
favorites were stories of adventure in faraway places—White Fang, The Swiss Family Robinson,
Island of the Blue Dolphins. I was an introspective and energetic girl who got straight As and
played piano for choir at the small country church where my grandfather was pastor. In the
summers, I planted and weeded in the family garden, worked on 4-H projects for the county fair,
and went to Riverview Bible Camp, where I got my first kiss in the glow of the bonfire by the wide
Platte River.In high school I was in the Future Homemakers of America club, played flute in the
marching band, and planned to become an English teacher. Attending the small Lutheran
university in a neighboring town, I drove my baby-blue 1962 Renault Dauphine to my waitressing
job after classes, wrote articles and a column as feature editor for the college paper, and thought



I’d marry the handsome sports editor who I‘d been dating for two years. Life was proceeding
expectedly.But I was also restless and curious. Maybe I was born that way or wanted to see for
myself what was in those books that I loved, or perhaps I needed to satisfy my inquisitive itch to
experience the world beyond my provincial upbringing. For all those reasons (and more), in 1970
I joined the United States Air Force instead of the Peace Corps, and had a vastly different,
though equally challenging and formative, experience.The Air Force sent me to Carswell Air
Force Base in Fort Worth, Texas, to work in NORS— “Not Operationally Ready, Supply.” Our
responsibility was to track down replacement parts for F-111 fighter jets in Vietnam. We called
bases all over the world to find the required component and ship it to the deployed location (and
if necessary, we could cannibalize aircraft not in the theater of operations). I had to drive an
assortment of small trucks and a forklift, so I needed a U.S. Government Driver’s License. At the
base driving school, I met my future husband, the tall, thin, dark-haired non-commissioned
officer in charge. It was love at first sonnet. James was also an English major, resuming studies
after his return from Vietnam. We began taking literature classes together at Texas Christian
University and we married six months later. He was funny, had an inquiring mind and a nearly
photographic memory, and was a Texan through and through, born in El Campo, fifty miles from
the Gulf of Mexico. The Instamatic camera photos of me romping in the waves on nearby
Galveston Beach, my first glimpse of the vastness of an ocean, revealed sheer delight on my
beaming face.After we were discharged from the Air Force, we lived in Baytown on the Houston
Ship Channel, leading to one of the busiest seaports in the world. Together we sang along with
the new generation of Austin-influenced country music, ate our fill of fried oysters, clams, and
shrimp at San Jacinto Inn, and sailed our small boat in Trinity Bay. We both completed our
degrees at the University of Houston, where we worked on the McGovern campaign and met his
running mate, Sargent Shriver, who was also the first director of the Peace Corps. I received my
Bachelor of Arts in English and a Master of Arts in Public Administration.By 1977, when our son
Geoffrey was six, James was a construction manager and I worked as a paralegal at a large
downtown Houston law firm, sorting through the massive, yet fascinating, paper records of the
contested estate of reclusive billionaire Howard Hughes. Because Hughes didn’t leave a will, the
disposition of his business empire fell to the courts. Though numerous purported wills appeared,
naming heirs that ranged from Western movie actor Hopalong Cassidy to a Utah service-station
operator who had supposedly given Hughes a ride in the desert, none was ultimately deemed
valid. Long after I left the firm, the case went to the Supreme Court three times and was finally
settled in 1984.Why Don t You Move to Hawai i Instead?James and I had been talking for
months about leaving the big city to move to Colorado. My grandparents lived near Denver and
my parents and brothers had relocated there. Then my Uncle Bob called, and it changed
everything. I vividly remember our conversation as I paced in the kitchen twirling and untwirling
the curly cord on the pink Princess wall phone as he asked me, “Why don’t you move to Hawai i
instead?”Uncle Bob was my mom’s younger brother—the “black sheep” of the family. When I
was a kid, he was the wild and crazy uncle who skydived, spent a summer on a sailboat crew in



the Bahamas, and drove his red Kharmann Ghia convertible to Colorado when the family
gathered at Christmas. I could talk to him about anything, and he always honored secrets. He
was brilliant—an exceptional writer, a gifted actor, talented teacher, and a clever amateur
landscape architect, engineer, and carpenter. He made me laugh and taught me to examine life
beneath the surface.While an English professor at Laney College in Oakland, California, Uncle
Bob became friends with one of his students—a Portuguese football player from Hawai‘i Island,
known as the Big Island. After one visit to his friend’s house in 1976, within a year he sold his
home (a 38-foot ketch in Embarcadero Cove Marina), cashed in his pension funds, and moved
to Hawai i. He built a house on the east side of the Big Island, south of Hilo, and began teaching
for the United States Navy Program for Afloat College Education, which gives sailors at sea an
opportunity to take college courses tuition-free. After several years on a dozen naval vessels,
including three around-the-world voyages, he concluded his teaching career at the University of
Hawai i at Hilo.After I hung up the phone, James and I talked for about ten minutes, looked at
each other, and both said, “Why not?” A year and a half later, in 1978, we moved to the Big
Island. I fell deeply in love with Hawai i and immediately felt like I was home. I was captivated by
the abundant rain, sunny beaches, trade winds, the ocean, snow-capped mountains, active
volcanoes, tropical flowers, hula, the music . . . and on and on.I worked as a real estate paralegal
at a Hilo law firm and James had a custom furniture and cabinetry business. I immersed myself
in Hawaiian culture. I took a language class, went to Hilo’s Merrie Monarch Festivals (the
competitive “world series” of hula), was captivated by the songs of old and new Hawai i, and
began to study the history and culture of the unique place where we lived, in Volcano Village,
one mile from Hawai i Volcanoes National Park. We often camped and hiked the black lava
trails, and I volunteered at the Volcano Art Center in a historic building in the park.We loved it
there, but the cost of living was high, and wages were low. Five years later when our second son
Jay was two, we decided to relocate to Colorado as we’d discussed years before that
momentous call from Uncle Bob. We knew it would be better economically for our young family.
But I never lost the desire and intent to move back to Hawai i someday, and I visited Uncle Bob
frequently. Meanwhile, our third and youngest son, Thomas, was born the year after we moved
to Colorado.Life was busy, and sometimes complicated, and after seventeen years of marriage,
James and I divorced in 1987. When we fell in love and married, we really didn’t know one
another, and although we had a lot in common and were compatible in many ways, we ultimately
weren’t in numerous others.Meanwhile, I had a rewarding, successful career as a real estate
paralegal and law office manager for the Denver offices of two of the nation’s largest law firms,
traveling all over the country for my job, while teaching night classes in the paralegal program at
the Community College of Aurora. The legal work was challenging and interesting, but the hours
were long and the atmosphere stressful. I asked myself, “Where can I use legal, managerial, and
real estate experience outside a law firm?” The answer led me to real estate portfolio
management, and I loved it! I facilitated large and complex purchases, sales, and leases of real
estate in Denver and Colorado, including one major transaction that required that I rush back



from a Hawai i vacation at Uncle Bob’s to meet with the governor.Then in 2004, after our boys
were grown, I “retired” at fifty-five from my position as Real Estate Asset Manager for the State of
Colorado and decided to “take the (pension) money and run”—back to Hawai i!If You Wait for
the Right Time it Will Never ComeI make it sound like an easy decision, but it wasn’t.A year
earlier while visiting Uncle Bob, I recall sitting on the steps of his guest cottage on a peaceful
Sunday afternoon, contemplating my future options and drinking ice water with a squeeze from a
freshly picked lemon. The air temperature was perfect, the rainforest around me was verdant,
and I itched to play in the tropical gardens and begin to create my own Big Island haven. I’d
already purchased three acres on which to build a home someday—a quarter mile down the
narrow country road from Uncle Bob. I knew that “someday” had arrived, and I needed to come
up with a plan and the courage to do it.For months I pondered and strategized. I’d be far away
from my aging parents, my sons, my only grandson, other family, and friends. I realized that I’d
lose my career momentum and leave a well-paying job when I could instead just stay put and be
better prepared financially for my long-term future. What would I do with my house? Uncle Bob
had graciously offered me the cottage for the immediate future, but what would I do when I got
there? I’d nurtured this dream of returning to Hawai’i for twenty years, but would it be what I
wanted it to be? What did I want it to be? What if I didn’t like it? What if it didn’t work out? What if,
what if, what if . . .?Synchronous events that guided me in making this momentous decision
happened again and again, such as the day in March when my secretary casually tossed the
Denver Business Journal on my desk with the headline—SOMETIMES YOU HAVE TO MOVE
ALL THE WAY TO PARADISE. The story was about a married couple (attorneys in Colorado)
who decided to find a way to explore their passions while earning a living in Costa Rica. They
said, “It was time to change the whole channel.” They left behind family and friends, ate
indigenous food, learned to speak Spanish, embraced a completely different culture, and
befriended a wide variety of plants, animals, reptiles, and bugs when they slept in a tent for the
first six months. They were now running Iguana Lodge, but in the beginning they did whatever it
took to get by. The biggest takeaway from the story was: “Realize there is never a right time. If
you wait for the right time, it will never come.” I too now had the chance to do something else. I
could change the channel of my life, and yet . . . what if?Few would dispute the longing to live in
such a beautiful setting, although there are many in the world. For lovely scenery and pleasant
temperatures, one could move to Costa Rica, or Florida, or any place warm. But it wasn’t just the
climate or the beauty, it was that place where I needed to be. Every vacation for twenty years, I’d
spent with Uncle Bob at his lushly landscaped retreat in the rainforest of the Big Island. I was
there when the house was built, and together our family planted the trees and nurtured the land.
This was the place that always drew me like a magnet.That same spring, I happened to see a
magazine article written by a local life coach about trusting yourself: “Are you ready to re-ignite
your passion for life?” I took it as another synchronous omen and enlisted the author to help me
make this momentous decision to leave behind everything that was secure, known, and
successful to take off for a too-long-delayed return to Hawai i. My coach was a support,



confidante, listener, and challenger. During one exercise she suggested, I sat on the floor and
moved around in a circle to sheets of paper on which I’d written various aspects of my life—job,
money, kids, house, relationships, friends . . . and in the center, Hawai i. As I scooted around on
the plush carpet, pausing to contemplate each topic, I could feel my body talking to me; my
shoulders would tighten, or I’d smile, as I sat eyes closed and thought about how it felt to be in
that place. Then at the end, I “moved” to Hawai i, and I felt the weight lift; I took a deep breath
and relaxed.Everything began to fall into place. I rented my house in Colorado to my youngest
son and his roommate. The new strategic plan that I’d authored for the State real estate
department was ready to be implemented. I had no further strings to hold me back except for my
kids and family, and they already lived spread out from coast to coast.I wrote in my journal:If I let
my fears influence me more than my desire to be happy, I’ll postpone joy and always wonder if I
did the right thing. One simple answer remains—just do it!I could hardly wait to shed the
professional business suits, heels, and panty hose to wear flip-flops, blue jeans, and tank tops! I
had enough of a plan to calm the nerves of someone who’d always planned everything in detail,
even though part of me was terrified with the prospect of being unemployed and not knowing
what would come next. I shipped my Jeep Cherokee to Hawai i, brought along Yamaha, my
Golden retriever, had the guest cottage to stay in, and enough money to live the simple Hawaiian
life that I’d wished for all these years.On the flight to Hawai i I wrote:It feels as if I’m jumping ship
as soon as the shoreline comes into view and I can safely swim to the island. Along the way I’ll
be fearful and must be cautious—there’ll be sharks, waves, undertow, and my own limitations.
But the ship and its baggage will be left behind, and I know I have the strength, the ability, and
the willpower to make the swim.Three days after I returned to the Big Island in 2005, and exactly
one year after reading that Denver Business Journal headline, I offered to volunteer again at the
Volcano Art Center in Hawai i Volcanoes National Park. I helped in the office for three months,
and then was hired as an education coordinator to organize native plant workshops, escort
educational groups around the island, and share the beauty and mystery of the place I loved. I
learned volumes about Hawai i’s geology, flora, fauna, and culture, and met many fascinating
people.Another delightful year went by and I was where I wanted to be, living in the rainforest,
working at a job that I enjoyed, finally beginning to live the life I’d dreamed of. I loved meeting up
with friends at the Volcano Farmer’s Market early Sunday mornings, followed by a long walk in
the forest with Yamaha excitedly sniffing every new aroma that crossed our path. I cherished my
time with Uncle Bob, happily welcomed my son and grandson for a visit, and I brought Hawai i
to the mainland with handmade leis and bouquets for my middle son’s wedding. I was savoring
my life. And yet . . .It’s been a year this week since my return to paradise. I’ve just read my last
year of journal writing. It’s always good to reflect on the passages in one’s life. As happy as I am,
I still feel that there’s something out there more “meaningful” or “fulfilling.” The lure of the Peace
Corps still lingers in my mind. A couple of years ago I researched it thoroughly and met with a
recruiter in Denver before I retired. But I knew that I had to come back to Hawai i first and
foremost.In Writing Down the Bones, Natalie Goldberg said, “Sometimes you have to change



something else in your life in order to move further.” The idea of doing something totally out of my
comfort zone sounds okay right now and may be just what I need. I wouldn’t be able to build a
house on my property as soon as I’d planned but perhaps that’s not as important. I am where I’m
supposed to be, just not yet doing what I’m supposed to do.After serious soul-searching, I
listened to my inner voice. In April 2006, I talked it over with family and friends, and with excited
anticipation I submitted my Peace Corps application.So You’re Going to Somalia?One couldn’t
ask for a specific country placement when I applied like can be done now, but I could indicate a
preferred region (chances were about 50/50 of getting that choice). With my affinity for the
tropics, I asked for the South Pacific. Several months and two interviews later, my recruiter
reported that she would nominate me for service pending the background checks, medical
exams, and placement opportunities. Feeling hopeful that I would be accepted, that winter I left
my job at the art center to spend three months in Colorado, including Christmas gathered with
family. Then I returned to Uncle Bob’s guest cottage, and nearly one year after submitting my
application, still anxiously waiting for an invitation from Peace Corps, I wrote:I’m in the doldrums.
Such a wonderful nautical word. Waiting for the wind to fill my sails. Keeping warm under the
covers until the sun came up this morning, I thought, “What will I do if I don’t go to Peace
Corps?” And the truth is, I don’t know! I have no back-up plan! That’s a disconcerting thought,
and rare for me.One week later, I got an invitation in the mail to go to Samoa! I happily accepted,
wondering what my future held.“So, you’re going to Somalia?” people would ask. Or, more
commonly, “Are you going to American Samoa?” I always answered, “No, Western Samoa.”
Although I knew it wasn’t called “Western” Samoa anymore, but many people still think of it this
way. To tell them where Samoa was, I said, “It’s an island nation, south of the equator, near Fiji
and Tahiti.” After living in the South Pacific, I now know this is like saying that Kansas City is near
San Francisco and Miami. Of course, to be fair, most Americans’ exposure to the Samoan
Islands is via the NFL, the undeniably delicious “Samoas” Girl Scout cookies, or The Rock
(Dwayne Johnson, or Seiuli, his Samoan name).For three thousand years the Samoans lived in
relative isolation on their archipelago of small islands, with occasional journeys to and from other
island nations in ocean-going outrigger canoes. They were master wayfinders—ancestors of the
Polynesian voyagers who later settled in the Hawaiian Islands.The first known European to sight
the Samoan islands was a Dutchman in 1722. Some years later, French explorer de
Bougainville, impressed with the Samoans’ numerous canoes and skill in handling them, called
them the Navigator Islands. While the name didn’t stick, since they already had one (ah, the
arrogance), it was apt. Samoans were indisputably some of the world’s best open-ocean sailors,
centuries before Europeans dared to venture out of sight of the shoreline.In the 1800s, there was
a thriving trade by German settlers in cacao and copra (dried coconut meat from which oil is
extracted). There are still remnants of the huge coconut plantations, and it’s common for
Samoan families to have German lineage. However, Great Britain and America were also
interested in the islands. In 1899, the three countries agreed to divide the archipelago into
German Samoa and American Samoa, and the British were content to colonize elsewhere in the



Pacific.At the outbreak of World War I, at Great Britain’s behest, the New Zealand Expeditionary
Force invaded the German colony unopposed. After the war, the League of Nations gave New
Zealand a mandate to administer the islands and close ties remain between the two countries.
Nearly every Samoan has family in New Zealand, English is spoken with a Kiwi accent, and the
government and school system are based on New Zealand’s.In 1962, “Western Samoa” became
the first small-island nation in the South Pacific to gain independence, and in 1997 the nation
officially changed its name to “Samoa.”Samoa is located south of the equator in the middle of
the Pacific, about even latitudinally with the northern tip of Australia. There are two main islands,
Savai i and  Upolu; two smaller islands in the straits separating the main islands, Apolima and
Manono; and a handful of uninhabited islets. Savai i is about forty miles by thirty miles. The
other major island,  Upolu (where I lived), is roughly fifty miles long and fifteen miles wide.The
country’s capital, Apia, is on  Upolu, and was the only town of any notable size. It had a
population of thirty-four thousand when I lived there and is only slightly larger today. The
remainder of the nation’s one hundred eighty thousand people lived in small villages, mostly
along the coastlines.American Samoa is sixty-eight nautical miles east of Samoa. Their five tiny
volcanic islands and two coral atolls encompass an area of just under eighty square miles,
slightly larger than Washington D.C. Tutuila Island, with its deep-water harbor of Pago Pago,
became the largest jungle training center in the South Pacific during World War II.I read every
book about Samoa that I could get my hands on and practiced Samoan words (which I hoped I
pronounced correctly). On our last Sunday afternoon together, with everything I’d read drifting
through my anxious and excited mind, Uncle Bob and I sat in the trade wind breeze at his
favorite perch on the balcony facing the ocean. We shared bursts of intense conversation
followed by long silences. The next morning, we hugged tightly, and I left with two huge, black
suitcases stuffed with lightweight clothing including skirts and dresses for church, snorkel gear,
a battery-operated lantern, my laptop and camera, a couple of my favorite books, small gifts for
children, crafting supplies, and whatever else I could stick in at the last minute. On the plane I
wrote:Here it is. The day. The day I leave my beloved Hawai i for ports unknown. Yes, there’s a
physical destination, but I don’t know where I’ll end up. I know I’ll be challenged, moved to tears,
exhilarated, rewarded, changed. I’ll still be who I am, but I’ll return with a new layer added to the
composite of me that will make the overall blend new and different.I’m Really Here!In Samoan
it’s le vasa—the ocean. Although you’ve been flying for ten and a half hours with nothing below
but the vast expanse of the Pacific, the sea captures your attention as you approach Faleo o
Airport on the Island of  Upolu. Waves crash offshore, but inside the fringing reef the water is
calm, a nearly phosphorescent, most exquisite, azure. As outrigger dugout canoes float
tranquilly, dark shadows below reveal coral colonies. Beneath the surface a whole other world
exists.At daybreak on June 6, 2007, we arrived on Air New Zealand from Los Angeles where our
group of sixteen had gathered for two days of orientation. “We” were eight men and eight women
in Group 78—the seventy-eighth group to serve in Samoa since 1967—mostly young people,
but also two couples my age. Despite the early hour, a dozen cheerful Peace Corps staff and



volunteers met us in the airport lobby holding a six-foot long WELCOME! banner. We were
delayed when one of the young men in our group was held in customs for half an hour because
he brought a plastic bag stuffed with other plastic bags in his suitcase. They thought that was
odd and searched his bags thoroughly. Knowing now what we didn’t know then, it was odd. We
didn’t know that in Samoa biodegradable bags made of starch were plentiful.The air was hot and
muggy, and we were weary from lack of sleep as we wrestled our luggage to a waiting blue and
yellow bus. For forty-five minutes we looked from left to right and back again, trying to take it all
in as we bounced along through small coastal villages on the government road that
circumnavigates the island. We rode to Apia Central Hotel where we ate a breakfast of white
bread toast, hard boiled eggs, and fresh papaya at a small buffet set up in the hotel courtyard. I
unpacked a few things and collapsed in my room for a short nap.Apia Central Hotel was a
modest, two-story, square building with all rooms opening to the center. Most guests were local,
not tourists. It had served for many years as the Peace Corps’ site for trainees to stay and learn.
My tiny room with a single bed had no refrigerator, phone, or TV. At night I listened to Samoan
radio to help learn the language.The center courtyard of the Apia Central Hotel.The eleven
young people shared four rooms, the couples each had a room, and I was given my own—
because I was “an older woman.” I’d learned that elders were respected in Samoan culture, but I
hadn’t thought how it might apply to me at fifty-seven. (I later missed the deferential treatment
when I returned to America!)That first night I wrote:There’s so much more to come! I can’t even
begin to evaluate anything. It feels good though. My only real concern is if I’ll be able to
accomplish a worthwhile project in my village. I’m not sure why I’m anxious about that. I have
many skills and I’ll get training and support. Maybe it’s because, although this will be a great
adventure for me, that’s not why I’m here. I want to contribute something. We were told that the
development projects are just one of the three goals of Peace Corps. The other two are to help
promote a better understanding of American people within the country served, and to help
promote a better understanding by Americans of other people and cultures. I can do that! Two
out of three ain’t bad!But my first thoughts didn’t tell the whole story. Why did I join the Peace
Corps? Yes, I wanted to travel, have an “adventure,” do something out of the ordinary,
challenging, and fun, and I wanted to make a difference, somehow, somewhere. However,
although I didn’t realize the depth of it at the time that I applied, there was an even more
compelling need behind the decision. Even after moving over three thousand miles from
Colorado to Hawai i, I hadn’t figured out who I was now, and what I wanted to do next. I’d just
gotten busy again, working full-time, volunteering . . .This would be the first time since college
that I hadn’t worked at a daily job, despite my supposed retirement. Peace Corps is also a job,
but in a whole different way. Perhaps I had “run away from home” in a sense. I’d gone from my
parents’ house to a college dorm, to Air Force barracks, to our married home, and then raised
kids for thirty years. When I moved back to Hawai i, I spent a lot of time with Uncle Bob next
door and helped him with chores and errands. I was looking forward to finally living alone in
Samoa. Maybe “living alone” meant not being responsible for anyone else. As I was to discover, I



was given the daunting opportunity to be accountable for my own well-being in a whole new way
—and sometimes when you’re living with someone else you can feel very alone.Learning the
Samoan WayThe first three months would be rigorous training until we were accepted for
service and sworn in as official volunteers. We began classes at the hotel for ten days, and then
later we would be bussed to our “training village” of Manunu. There we’d live with local families to
be immersed in the language and culture. After we were no longer trainees, each of us (couples
together, of course) would be sent to villages on both major islands for our service
assignment.Peace Corps (PC) staff also stayed at the hotel and in the village, teaching us daily
classes. Our trainers were local men and women who taught us Samoan language and culture,
classes on safety and security, health and medical classes, lessons on funding sources and
techniques to use in our later-to-be-assigned villages, and myriad other topics. One of my
favorite memories is the day that one of the female trainers taught the women how to discreetly
bathe from a five-gallon bucket without removing her lāvalava (sarong)—using a little ingenious
shifting around and about—in case we needed to bathe that way in our villages.I hadn't given
much thought to pre-service training and was ready to take on whatever came my way, but it was
more intense than I’d expected. We started language lessons in the hotel courtyard the morning
we arrived. Each day we chased the shade in a constantly moving circle of folding chairs. I was
used to warm weather living in Hawai i, but not like Samoa! In the heat of the day, it was
impossible not to sweat while doing nothing more than sitting in the shade. Early on, I bought a
fan woven from laufala (leaves of the pandanus tree). Every Samoan adult carried a fan on the
bus, at the market, at church—and I quickly learned why.We knew that some of us might not
make it through training if we failed language tests or other written and oral exams. Worldwide,
about one-third of Peace Corps Volunteers (PCVs) leave early for numerous reasons—from
illness to misconduct. Four volunteers were sent home shortly before we arrived for watching
porn videos at night in the PC office. In Group 79, which arrived four months after us, one
volunteer decided to go home after five days! I never learned why.Constantly learning, we
attended classes at the hotel all day, Monday through Friday and a half-day on Saturday. Each
evening, we briefly freshened up then walked together to dinner at a nearby restaurant.
Georgie’s, one of our favorites, had surprisingly good pizza. We’d skirt around and hop over the
drainage ditches along the sides of the streets, watching out for cars, buses, and stray dogs,
laughing, commiserating, and practicing our Samoan.Apia was actually a conglomeration of
villages, like subdivisions of a much larger city, each with its own mayor and village council. The
main metropolitan district—government buildings, restaurants, shops, open air markets, a
couple dozen or so banks and other office buildings—was about ten blocks wide and twenty
blocks long, hugging the waterfront with the primary port facilities at the far end. From Beach
Road, the residential areas fanned out in every direction with their own small businesses. On the
mountain above town was the last home and resting place of the great storyteller, Robert Louis
Stevenson.There were few sidewalks and only a couple of stoplights. That changed quite quickly
though. Three months after we arrived, Samoa hosted the South Pacific Games, now known as



The Pacific Games. Held every four years since 1963, it’s a much like the (albeit on a much
smaller scale), with participation exclusively from countries in the Pacific region. So, Samoa had
to prepare for a relatively huge influx of people and build sporting venues. For this endeavor, the
Chinese government stepped in to assist, including installing sidewalks and stoplights.Large
packs of dogs roamed the streets, especially at night, and I’d lay in my hotel room bed listening
to them snarl as they fought. In preparation for the games, there was a concerted effort to clear
them out, and it got better, but to this day whenever I visit, I’m wary of dogs wandering about at
night in Apia.Those first days whizzed by with all the intense sensory, phonetic, and cultural
input streaming into my brain. Each day was the same: lessons, walk to dinner, back to the hotel
to do homework, sleep, and then do it all over again. So we were delighted when we heard that
we’d have an outing with PC staff to Matareva Beach on the other side of the island.Matareva is
a picture-perfect white sand beach lined with palms. I played in the ocean, snorkeled, and saw a
stunning blue star fish. Perhaps it was just the beach we were at, but it seemed to me that the
fish weren’t as large as I'm used to in Hawai i and there weren't as many. The countryside and
villages along the way were bustling with Sunday activity and families walked to church in their
white clothes—very picturesque. Tomorrow, it’s back to class in Apia.In four days we go to
Manunu. It still feels like a trip, and not a two-year job.Thank You for Welcoming us
PisikoaManunu, our training village, was near the Falefa River, inland from the north coast,
encircled by lushly green, cloud-shrouded mountain tops. After our bus wound several miles up
a muddy, one-lane road, we came to a couple dozen traditional open houses and a few more
made of concrete blocks with metal roofs. The homes surrounded a large grassy area in the
center called the malae, used for rugby, cricket, or large gatherings. Two hundred people lived in
the village, with additional fale down the road, or back a short way in the bush. Most often “fale”
refers to a Samoan house, but it literally means a structure of any kind. A “traditional” fale, or
what I sometimes refer to as an “open” fale, is open on the sides and built on a concrete
foundation or an elevated wooden platform, on which large posts support a thatched roof, or
more commonly one of painted corrugated metal.When we arrived, it looked as if all the villagers
were in the malae waiting to greet us. Kids ran alongside our bus, whooping and cheering. As we
disembarked, it suddenly felt real.We were quickly ushered into a large open fale for an  ava
ceremony, one of Samoa’s most significant cultural customs. In training at the hotel we’d been
taught how to participate in this important ritual, but now, as I sat there across from the somber
high chief with the bottom of his necklace of dried pandanus fruit—painted bright red—resting
on his expansive belly, it took on a new significance. The village orator, a “talking chief,”
theatrically recited tributes to ancestors and welcomed us with formal traditional phrases in his
booming voice as I strained to understand a word or a phrase here and there.An  ava ceremony
to welcome important visitors in a Samoan village. Ava, called “kava” in other Pacific countries,
is part of the black pepper family. The ground-up roots are mixed with water, then the strained
water is drunk. It tasted like dirty licorice to me. I never drank enough to feel it, but I was told that
if you drink a lot your tongue and lips get numb, and it’s a general relaxant, but not intoxicating. It



was consumed in ritual fashion at the beginning of every important occasion, formal gathering,
reception for guests, beginning of a meeting of the village chiefs, and even the launch of a rugby
tournament. The whole ceremony was carried out with great care and attention to detail, every
move deliberate.Only the village chiefs (matai) and honored guests participated, with
designated seating arrangements—the high chiefs on one side, the high orators on another
side, and the rest seated according to rank. With glancing looks at one another, curiously
peering beyond the fale, we solemnly sat as we’d been taught, cross-legged on woven laufala
mats spread on the concrete floor. A few feet in front of the long row of chiefs with their backs to
the posts sat young men in their twenties or thirties—shirtless, glistening with coconut oil, and
wearing only colorfully printed lavalava. In front of them was the  ava liquid in a foot-wide circular
wooden bowl called a tānoa, with small carved legs around the circumference. The  ava mixer
sat behind the tanoa, scooped up the muddy-looking juice in half of a polished coconut shell and
handed it to a server. One of the chiefs called out a ceremonial ritual, directing the presentation
of the  ava according to rank.I nervously waited, reviewing the proper protocol in my mind until it
was my turn. The server lifted the coconut shell above his head and strode to the center of the
fale. The chief shouted again and the young man walked toward me, holding out the  ava cup,
keeping his left hand with the palm outwards pressed tightly behind the small of his back. With a
graceful sweeping motion from right to left, he presented me the cup. I grasped it, said, “Lau
 ava lea le Atua, manuia!” (This is your  ava God, blessings!), then sipped the peppery liquid.
The rest of the group responded, “Soifua!” (Good health!). I tossed the remainder over my
shoulder and handed the cup back to the server who returned to the tanoa to refill it. (The act of
throwing the remaining contents over the shoulder is said to be an unspoken wish that all
misfortune should likewise disappear; unconsumed  ava is never returned to the tanoa.)As the
matai continued one by one to welcome us with long speeches and prayers, I was acutely aware
that within a matter of minutes I’d meet my host family. Finally, we assembled back on the malae
and listened intently. Sa u, a big jolly fellow who was one of our PC language trainers,
announced the name of the family I’d live with for the next two months, and Reverend Roma
Enosa and his wife Wilma came forward with greetings of kisses and hugs. They were both short
and stout with smiles that lit up a room.As we split off from the group, I walked nervously with
them to their nearby fale of ivory-painted concrete blocks, bright red window and door trim, and
a red metal roof. The house was compact—a main living area about twenty-by-twenty feet with a
kitchen at one end, and a bathroom and two small bedrooms in an adjoining wing. Pastors,
especially Congregational, were high-ranking and influential in the villages and as a result lived
in some of the nicer houses, drove better vehicles, and had more food and other amenities.
Before arriving in Manunu, I d been told that I’d live in the Congregational pastor’s house and
have my own room—as a perquisite, again, because I was an “older” woman.Roma and Wilma’s
home had indoor plumbing, a refrigerator, a kitchen range with an oven, and even a microwave.
Nonetheless, much of the cooking was done in the fale kuka (cookhouse) that each Samoan
family had behind the main house. Inside, the house walls were painted bright white and the



curtains on the louvered windows were vibrant tropical prints. I perched tensely on the edge of a
sofa covered in another delightfully colorful fabric (sealed in plastic, which was common to keep
it clean in a climate where mildew grew rampantly) and we began to tentatively get to know each
other.“Tālofa. O a u  o Donna. Ou te sau mai Hawai i.” (“Hello. My name is Donna. I come from
Hawai i.”)“Tālofa! O a u  o Roma.” (“Hello! My name is Roma.”)“O a u  o Wilma.” (“My name is
Wilma.”)I was delighted to learn that Roma spoke English quite well and had lived in California
for fifteen years (Long Beach has the largest Samoan population on the mainland United
States). Wilma’s English was limited, but with my ever-improving Samoan and her patience, we
said what we needed to say. It was late Saturday afternoon by this time, so after dinner
accompanied by small talk, I fell into bed, spent from the nervous energy of the day.The next
morning the village was abuzz with preparations for Sunday religious services. All but four of our
group lived with families who were members of Roma’s congregation, the only church in
Manunu, next door to their house. The others walked about a mile with their families to a
Mormon church in the next village. The Congregational Church, whose missionaries came to
Samoa in the 1830s, was the largest religion. Everyone attended church on Sunday (more than
once), and it was a day of rest. Families ate a big meal after the morning service and stayed at
home to malolo (rest or relax). In Apia, stores and restaurants were closed, and life in the
villages was even more circumspect. There was definitely no swimming, rugby, or volleyball on
Sunday, three favorite local pastimes.Roma asked me to say a few words at the service about
his sermon topic—Trust in Jesus. I hurriedly wrote what I could manage in Samoan and asked
him for help with the gaps in my meager language skills.Tālofa. E la itiiti la u
fa aSāmoa. Onosa i fa amolemole.Fa afetai le fa aaloalo. Ou te sau mai Hawai i. Fiafia tele
a u i Manunu.O le mataupu mo le aso: O ai tatou te talitonu i ai?O nisi taimi tatou te fefefe ma
pala a ai. Pe fo i o tatou pisikoa sa tatou le mautinoa.Pei tai ua fetalai Iesu, "Talitonu mai ia te
a u."E leai se mea tatou te popole ai. Tatou fa atuatua ia Iesu. E alofa Iesu ia tatou.Fa afetai mo
 outou  aiga lelei. Mo le talia lelei o matou pisikoa i lo lotou nu u.Ia fa amanuia mai le Atua.
Soifua.I said:Hello. I only speak a little Samoan. Patience, please.Thank you for your hospitality.I
come from Hawai i. I'm happy to be in Manunu.The theme for today: Whom do we trust?We’re
all afraid sometimes. We pisikoa (Peace Corps Volunteers) are nervous too.Jesus said, "Trust
me."We don't have to be worried. We have faith in Jesus. Jesus loves us.Thank you for your
kindness. Thank you for welcoming us pisikoa to your village.God bless you.It seemed to go
well. They didn't laugh too much!The malae in Manunu from the steps of the Congregational
church.The author between Roma and Wilma Enosa after Sunday morning church.One of our
first village assignments from the Peace Corps trainers was to recite the names, ages, and
relationships of the members of our Samoan host families, in Samoan of course. In the
beginning I didn’t understand who was actually part of the family I lived with. Roma and Wilma
had three sons, Roma Junior, seventeen, eight-year-old Herman, Enosa, three, and a baby
daughter, Urima, who was four months old. Occasionally Kanana, their teenage daughter,
stayed with us, although she lived with her aunt and uncle in a village near Apia.Fa apa ia,



thirteen, had lived with them since she was a baby, but her biological mother was someone else
in Manunu. There was also Roma’s niece, twelve-year-old Foa i, and Lamanda, twenty,
daughter of another family in Manunu. Since Wilma was still nursing tiny Urima, the girls did the
laundry, housework, cooked, and babysat before and after school.Leleiga, twenty-three, son of
another family in Manunu, also lived with us full time and was attending the National University
of Samoa along with Lamanda (Roma paid their tuition). Lisi, forty-two, was Wilma’s cousin, and
he, Leileiga, and Roma, Jr., fed the chickens and pigs, took care of the outdoor chores and
gardens, and slept in a small fale behind the main house.1 The older girls slept in another small
fale, and the small children slept with Roma and Wilma on the floor under a hanging mosquito
net in the living room.I felt fortunate to have my own room with a comfortable, mosquito-net-
draped, four-poster bed (normally reserved for guests) and a mirrored dresser (most of the PC
women didn’t have mirrors and were a bit envious). Also in the room was a large wooden
wardrobe for Wilma’s finer clothes and Sunday hats. I had keys to the house and my room. Our
group’s housing was varied, with some volunteers sharing a traditional open-sided fale with a
large family and only a couple of sheets hung to create a “room.”We continued our rigorous
training and language sessions, always with homework at night and scarcely a moment to
ourselves. Every day we sat in our “classroom” in a large open fale on the other side of the
church, barefooted and cross-legged on woven mats in the Samoan way. I could only sit like that
for a limited time, while for the Samoans it was effortless having done so from childhood. For a
break, I tucked my feet under me sideways or stuck them straight out and covered them with a
mat, as it was impolite to point your feet at someone. We were taught other cultural customs
such as when you moved in front of people, seated or standing, you must say tulou (excuse me)
and bow slightly. If you wanted to speak to someone seated, especially if that person was older
or high ranking, you brought yourself physically down to their level by sitting or crouching so you
were at eye level or lower. And it was considered impolite to eat or drink while walkingThe most
important lesson every Peace Corps volunteer learns is understanding of and respect for the
local culture. Our trainers emphasized the need to dress appropriately, the importance of
attending church in our villages to assimilate, how to properly address people of different social
levels, bus protocol, and many other topics. I learned fa aSāmoa— “the Samoan way.” The word
“fa aSāmoa” covers everything from denoting the Samoan language, to food, clothing,
governance, the complex and often baffling levels of social hierarchy, and so much more. Simply
put, it’s “the way we do things in Samoa.”Here’s an interesting tidbit we learned today about
relationships in Samoa, a very religiously conservative country. If you even slightly encourage
someone, you’re "dating." Friendliness may be misinterpreted, and Western women are
particularly desirable. If you’re alone with someone of the opposite sex, you are presumed to be
intimate. Public displays of affection are discouraged. I don't plan to need that, but good to know!
We learned that like most of the world’s cultures, Samoa is a communal or collectivist society—
quite different from our American individualistic culture. Pacific Island cultures fall at the extreme
collectivistic end of the continuum, and American culture is at the farthest individualistic end.



These differences presented some of the biggest challenges for Peace Corps volunteers.In
America we’re all about “the self.” We value self-sufficiency, self-determination, self-direction,
and self-responsibility. On the other hand, collectivists view people as interdependent. In
Samoan culture, everyone should contribute to the whole, work with others to achieve mutual
goals, adhere to traditional group values, understand their place within the social hierarchy, and
perform their expected roles. Americans view themselves in control of their lives and therefore
may blame themselves and feel shame or guilt if they don’t meet expectations. Samoans identify
strongly with family, church, or village, and they feel shame or guilt if their behavior brings
disgrace on the group.Culture also influences how decisions are made within a family. In
American individualism, the ideal is for everyone to be able to freely make their own decisions.
Opinions of family elders may be respected, but as youth become adults, they expect and are
expected to make decisions about their own lives. In Samoa, elders are revered and often have
authority to ensure that family members do what’s best for the family, rather than what’s best for
themselves as individuals. Instead of living independently or going away to college, young adults
may be expected to remain home to fulfill roles within the family. Such decisions by authority
figures are obeyed with less questioning than is typical in individualistic cultures. In Samoa one’s
family is an integral extension of one's life.Americans believe that we should continually improve
and advance in our education, careers, and other endeavors. These combined individual efforts
are expected to generate progress at the national level, creating a higher standard of living.
Long-established collectivistic cultures may not place a strong value on this kind of progress.
Time is less like an arrow into the future and more like a circular process, as seasons change
and people repeat traditional activities, such as fishing, planting, and harvesting crops. Families
and communities faithfully carry on the activities that have sustained their lives over generations,
rather than trying to improve the system into which they were born.A comparison of idioms
illustrates it well. Americans will say, “May the best man win!” and the Samoan will answer, “My
turn today, yours tomorrow.”We’ve been here in Manunu for ten days. When we first arrived, with
the awkwardness of meeting my family and settling in, it was the first time I wanted to be back in
Hawai i rather than here. I had a similar moment during the week, but those thoughts pass, and
tonight I’m feeling relaxed and happy. Because of the novel environment and the rigorous
training schedule, I realized today that I’ve put out of my mind much of what might have
occupied me otherwise, worries or even just routine planning. I simply have to take each day as
it comes.At daybreak each morning while the air was still, quiet, and cool, I would slip out the
side door and walk along the country road leading out of the village. Cattle grazed in pastures on
either side until I reached a tangle of giant banyan trees where I usually turned around. When I
came back, one of the girls would serve breakfast to Roma and me, he at the head of the table
and me on his left, while Wilma tended to Urima, and the other girls did household chores. Since
he’d lived in the States, we talked easily about American politics, sports, and of course about
family, Peace Corps, or village events. My usual morning fare included two hard-fried eggs, toast
and jam, papaya with a squeeze of lime, fresh coconut, and black tea. Then I walked in the dew-



laden grass two “doors” down to our classroom fale to listen and learn as much as I could, as
fast as I could.Learning the Language is a Constant ProcessEarly on, the training staff gave us
Samoan names imitating our English names in Samoan. Mine was Tona (tō′ nah), but the only
people who called me that were the PC trainers and later, grandfather Tamamasui in the village
where I’d eventually work and live. Most volunteers went by their Samoan names and some I still
refer to in that way although we’ve been back in the States for a decade or more.We were
supposed to speak mostly Samoan since that was one of the “jobs” of our host family—to teach
us the language and the culture. Even though it seemed like a ceaseless struggle to learn
gagana Sāmoa (Samoan language) fast enough to become semi-fluent, I genuinely enjoyed that
part. I’ve been fascinated with languages since I was a four-year-old sitting on Grandma’s lap
memorizing my first German poem—about the cows who give us milk—from a book she’d read
as a little girl. It was her first language; she learned English at seventeen and had a charming
accent all her life. I studied German in high school, continuing in college, along with Middle
English and Old English, and considered becoming a German language teacher. If I were able to
do life over, I think I would get a PhD in linguistics and teach at a university. I find it compelling—
the etymology, foreign adoptions and adaptations, history, compounds, all of it.When I moved to
Hawai i at twenty-nine, I took a conversational Hawaiian class and taught myself the basic
structure, pronunciation, and rhythm of the language. I couldn’t speak it but over the years I
learned and listened. I knew that knowing a smattering of Hawaiian would help me learn
Samoan. There are notable differences but the pronunciation is the same, and the alphabet and
cadence are similar since they’re both Polynesian tongues. (Throughout this memoir I’ve used
the word “Samoa” as it’s commonly written in English. However, in the Samoan language it is
“Sāmoa” with emphasis on the first syllable.)2In our classroom fale after we learned about
varying subjects in the morning, I’d unbend my elderly knees, stand and stretch, and walk home
for lunch with Roma. If I was lucky I had a few minutes to malolo before language class in the
afternoon. The trainers split us into three groups based on our proficiency. I was always in the
middle group, my vocabulary sometimes making up for lack of grammatical finesse.Sa u keeps
telling me how well I’m doing “especially for an older person.” That irritates me, since I think I’m
as intelligent and capable academically as I was when I was younger. I also have more to build
on with a lifetime of learning. Some of it’s aptitude of course. Maybe historically it’s been more
difficult for older people to learn the language, but it still annoys me!I got a grade of 95 on my
first oral competency exam (interview). I think I actually got points when I said in Samoan, “I
forgot” and “Let me think for a moment.” Sa u laughed in surprise for what that was worth. Bits
and pieces are falling into place. I get to learning plateaus—I have a breakthrough when it clicks
—and then I can go to the next level.Some days we sat on our mats with pencils and written
tests to puzzle out the peculiarities of the grammar and vocabulary that we were expected to
converse with after only three months. Before graduation and village placement, there would be
a final language proficiency test that intimidated all of us. I nearly always carried a small, blue
glossary and phrase book that I’d created, and constantly added to, with sections such as



“Food” or “Animals” or “Ocean Words.” Of course, when you’re in a foreign country where
everyone else is speaking a different language, you become a constant student—in church,
shopping, project meetings, on the bus, waiting for the bus.Modern Samoan has two styles of
pronunciation, often termed the T-language (formal) and the K-language (colloquial). The T is
the original Samoan spoken when the first Europeans arrived. The K developed as the
missionaries attempted to write the language. The change of Samoan from an oral to a written
language had an interesting effect on the spoken language. Samoans began to pronounce t as k
and n as ng, as in song. This change spread throughout the islands to the point where today’s
most often spoken Samoan is the K-language. For example: ‘Ou te matamata le tivi (I watch the
TV) versus ‘Ou ke makamaka le kivi.Nonetheless, Samoans view the T-language as the most
correct form and use it when singing, writing, preaching, praying, broadcasting on radio or
television, teaching, and speaking to foreigners. It is the language of meetings and parliament.
Children learn to speak using the K and began to learn the formal T upon entering school. Native
speakers effortlessly switch from one to the other depending upon the situation. Because the K-
language wasn’t normally written, Peace Corps taught us the T-language. In addition, many
Samoans felt that the T was the appropriate form a non-Samoan should speak. I regret that I
didn’t learn to converse easily in the K-language; I primarily used the T, even for everyday
conversations. But at least they could understand me, and as a pālagi (foreigner) it was
expected.3In Samoa (and the rest of the Pacific, I presume) Hawai i isn’t considered part of the
United States. Of course, they know it is geopolitically, but in ordinary conversation they’re
mutually exclusive. The trainers taught everyone else to say, “I’m from America,” but told me I
should say “I’m from Hawai i.” It makes sense when I think about it. Hawai i was part of their
Polynesian culture and civilization long before it was part of our country.I never felt truly fluent but
eventually I could communicate well enough to do anything I needed to do in Apia. Even though
many taxi drivers and shopkeepers spoke English, I always spoke Samoan and wrote down new
vocabulary words every day.“Where do you come from?” they’d ask.“ Ou te sau mai Hawai i. Ua
e o o i Hawai i?” (I come from Hawai i. Have you traveled to Hawai i?)We all like hearing our
own language. Words open doors and make us feel at home. I always asked about Hawai i
because there was an automatic bond created when they knew I was from a Pacific island as
well. The response would almost always be something such as: “No, but my brother lives there”
or “Once I went to visit my aunty in Waianae.”English is a mishmash, as are Americans. By
comparison, Samoan is a language steeped in over two thousand years of tradition, considered
to be the oldest form of Polynesian, including ornate and voluminous genealogies, chants,
legends, and songs that demonstrate a profound reverence for the past. With varying amounts
of mythological elaboration, these tell historic tales of the migrations of a sea-faring people, their
adventures on the way, and the anthropomorphic gods who created them.It was important in
Samoan hierarchical society to learn the very formal and respectful gagana fa aalo alo (respect
language) used to address chiefs and other notable persons. Children were taught from a young
age how to communicate appropriately and accurately. For example, although the common word



for “eat” is ‘ai, when addressing an ordinary chief you would say tausami, and when speaking to
a high chief, one uses the word taute.Samoans were sometimes ingrained to be so respectful
that they talked to please and therefore often told me what I wanted to hear rather than the truth.
I suspect that there were many times when I was told, “the carpenter will be here tomorrow” or
“we’ll be meeting next week” even though it was likely that there was no plan at all. We learned
nonverbal communication as well, including gestures, eyebrow raises, glances that carried
meaning, and the “tsk tsk tsk” made with a soft clicking sound on the side of one’s mouth that
signified disapproval.In a society with a rich and ancient oral tradition, proverbs were an
important part of the culture. These unique sayings provided connections to truths beyond one
person or any single moment in time, and often incorporated historical events or people. Many of
these expressions were studied, memorized, and used only by the village orators (talking
chiefs). They were highly valued, guarded, and handed down like family heirlooms, stashed
away until necessary to illustrate, celebrate, or provide a moral for the appropriate event.
However, every Samoan could quote sayings handed down through the centuries, often
reflecting life on the sea or in nature.At the start of each training day, we’d sit on our fala mats
waiting for Sa u to write “the proverb of the day” on the whiteboard in big black letters, such as:
E lē sua se lolo i se popo se tasi = You can’t make oil from one coconut = All opinions are
important.In addition to gagana Samoa, we learned some basic British English brought with the
New Zealand influence. A biscuit was a cookie, chips were French fries, a car park was a
parking lot, petrol was gas, a lift was an elevator . . . along with some adaptations such as
“plantations” which had come to mean the small family farms of taro, sweet potatoes, and other
produce grown in the villages. I found myself spelling words in the British fashion, like “grey,”
“centre,” or “colour.”Up until now Group 78 had been relatively sheltered, staying together at Apia
Central and then with our training families in Manunu. Soon we’d be briefly on our own,
partnering up with other PC volunteers throughout the country for some one-on-one training as
we continued to prepare for our eventual transition to our assigned villages.Chapter Two:
Choppy Seas at the OutsetE mana o  i le ufi  ae fefe  i le papa“You want the yam but are afraid
of the rock”Whatever you want comes with difficulty.After our first two weeks in Manunu, we’re
staying temporarily back at Apia Central for a short training. We heard some negative tales from
other PCVs about their experiences in their training villages, but our group’s seem to be uniquely
positive. I think perhaps Manunu is a very special place. I’ve come to know and like my family
and I know I’ll want to keep in touch.
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mab, “Made Me Feel Like I Was There. Very few people chase their dreams. I am am impressed
that the author not only did that, but also made a difference,”

Kristi Bott, “Compelling. I couldn't put this down. She shared such a descriptive and insightful
memoir that it really drew me into her village experience. She was very honest about her
feelings and experiences and I appreciate that she didn't sugar coat it.  Touching. A great read.”

Connie Buckingham, “Great read. I so enjoyed this book, highly recommend”

Dave D, “Fascinating! It reminded us of our time there.. She weaves a fascinating tale of her time
in the Peace Corps in Samoa. It brought back many memories of the time we spent there. We
highly recommend it.”

Helen Adgia, “Great book. This brought back many memories of our visit to Samoa.The book
was interesting and a very open tale of living in a third world country.Especially remembering the
relaxing hours in the beach house.”

The book by Donna Marie Barr has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 11 people have provided feedback.
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